
Roles of Nouns and Pronouns in a Sentence 
 
SUBJECT 
A noun or pronoun that is the main focus of the sentence. It is usually the “doer” of the action or being and 
almost always comes before the verb. 

 

Natalie dances every day after school. 

Our friend’s new kitten will join their family next month. 

The garbage truck wakes up the neighborhood with its loud noises. 

Sally and Sandy share a locker in school. 

 

Natalie dances every day after school. 

1. Find the verb     dances 
2. Ask “who” or “what” before the verb who dances? 
3. The answer is the subject   Natalie dances 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

PREDICATE NOMINATIVE 
A noun or pronoun that comes after a linking verb and completes the subject of the sentence. 
The predicate nominative and the subject are the same! 

 
Mrs. Harkins is my teacher. 

My favorite book is The Little Prince. 

The president of the club was the first member. 

Sally will be the leader of the line. 

Bob is the owner and manager of the store. 

 
*Hint: if you switched the predicate nominative and the subject the sentence will still have the exact same 
meaning! 

Example: Mrs. Harkins is my teacher. The two sentences mean the same thing! 

     My teacher is Mrs. Harkins. 
 

Sally will be the leader of the line. 

1. Find the verb     will be 
2. Ask “who” or “what” after the verb  will be what? 
3. The answer is the predicate nominative will be the leader 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 



 
DIRECT OBJECT 
A noun or pronoun that comes after an action verb and receives the action (the action is done to it). 

 
The child built a sand castle.     

After dinner, Mary washed the dishes.   

My teacher will assign an essay for homework.   

We closed the window in the bedroom. 

 

We closed the window in the bedroom. 

1. Find the verb     closed 
2. Ask “who” or “what” after the verb  closed what? 
3. The answer is the direct object  closed the window 

 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

INDIRECT OBJECT 
A noun or pronoun that comes after an action verb and receives the direct object. 
  

*A sentence can not have an INDIRECT object without a direct object. 
 *The INDIRECT object ALWAYS COMES BEFORE the direct object in a sentence. 
  
  *** SUBJECT   +   ACTION VERB   +   INDIRECT OBJECT   +   DIRECT OBJECT *** 
 
The waiter brought us our food.  

Sally gave her parents a card on their anniversary. 

Billy will make his brother a cake for the party. 

In our class, the teacher never assigns her students homework on the weekend. 
 

The waiter brought us our food. 

1. Find the verb        brought 
2. Ask “who” or “what” after the verb to find the DIRECT object brought what? 
3. The answer is the DIRECT object     brought food (food = D.O.) 
4. Ask “for whom” or “for what” to find the INDIRECT object  brought food for whom? 
5. The answer is the INDIRECT object     brought us food (us = I.O.) 

 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 



 

OBJECT OF A PREPOSITION 
A noun or pronoun that comes after a preposition in a prepositional phrase.  
 
Common prepositions: 
about     among         beneath   during     into     onto         throughout      upon according to far from 
above     around        beside   except     like     out         to       with  across from in front of 
across     at            between   for     near     outside     toward      within along with in place of 
after     before         beyond   from     of     over         under      without aside from in spite of 
against     behind         by   in     off      since         until   because of instead of 
along     below          down   inside     on     through    up    except for           on account of 
           except from on top of 
 
The boy with the red hair is on my soccer team. 
I gave her the paper from my desk. 
During the storm, the tree crushed his car. 
The birds fly in a V pattern. 
The kids ate a sandwich for lunch. 
 
The kids ate a sandwich for lunch. 

1. Find the preposition       for 
2. Find the noun or pronoun that comes after the preposition  lunch 

This is the object of the preposition 
 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

PRONOUNS as any of the above roles in a sentence 
If a PRONOUN is used in any of these roles, the correct subject or object pronouns should be used: 

 

 Subject Pronouns Object Pronouns 

 
Subject 

Predicate Nominative 
Direct Object 

Indirect Object 
Object of a Preposition  

singular 

I 
you 
he 
she 
it 

me 
you 
him 
her 
it 

plural 
we 
you 
they 

us 
you 

them 
 

*Refer to the pronoun notes for more specific examples of pronouns in a sentence! 


